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Abstract. Considering the problem of nodes selection in multi-target tracking of wireless sensor 
networks, a modified binary particle swarm optimization with a novel particle encoding method and 
particle position update rules and a mutation operation. Based on this modified binary particle 
swarm optimization, a nodes selection mechanism was proposed to maximize measurement 
information. The penalty function method was used to convert the constraint problem into an 
unconstrained one. The mechanism exploited the convergence speed and global search ability of the 
particle swarm optimization algorithm to make the optimization process achieving high-quality 
solutions in a short period of time. Finally, the experimental results show that the proposed nodes 
selection mechanism is significantly better than the classical branch and bound algorithm, and 
satisfies the needs of large-scale network nodes selection.  

Introduce 
Wireless sensor networks is a network system that integrated monitoring, control and wireless 

communication. It has broad application, such as military reconnaissance, environmental 
monitoring, target tracking, space exploration and disaster emergency. Especially, the network 
characteristics of rapid expansion, distributed information processing and anti-destroying ability, for 
maneuvering target tracking has created one of the most representative applications of WSN[1]. 

In recent years, many methods and strategies are proposed for the nodes selection problem. A 
mixed integer programming model established in [2], which using the branch and bound algorithm 
to solve the nodes selection problem. [3]took the diversity into account, partitioning the region 
based on the target prediction location, and selecting closest sensor to the target in each sector, then 
calculate the object function for each set to find the best active set. A global node selection 
algorithm was proposed in [4], which derives the boundaries of the target tracking performance, 
using a greedy strategy that "add one node at a time" and "simplify" for node selection. All the 
above are only for a single target, [5] considered the distributed node selection for multi-target 
tracking problem. The initial 0-1 integer programming problem is relaxed into a convex 
optimization problem, using gradient projection search as the solver. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of nodes selection in multi-target tracking to maximize 
the measurement information. A modified discrete binary particle swarm optimization (MBPSO) 
algorithm with V-shaped transfer function is proposed as the solver. Finally, through multi-set of 
simulation experiment proves the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm. 

Modified binary particle swarm optimization, MBPSO 
In basic BPSO, along with the iterations, the random walk slows down the convergence speed of 

the algorithm. In addition, it is easy to fall into local optimum [6]. Therefore, a modified version of 
BPSO is proposed.  

Velocity and position updating for MBPSO. In BPSO, a particle represents a possible solutions. 
The fitness of particles reflect their performance. Each particle has a D dimension position 

vector 1 2( , ,..., )i i i iDx x x=x , velocity vector 1 2( , ,..., )i i i iDv v v=v , best position is 
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, , 1 , 2 ,( , , ,..., )best i best i best i best iDp p p=p
, global best position of the population 

,1 ,2 ,(g ,g , ,...,g )best best best best D=G . The velocity of the particle is updated as: 
1

, , 1 1 , , 2 2 , ,( ) (g )t t t t t t
i d i d best id i d best d i dv w v c r p x c r x+ = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ −       (1) 

Where ,
t
i dv is the velocity of particle i at iteration t in the d dimension. 1c and 2c are the acceleration 

coefficient. 1r and 2r are random numbers in the range of [0,1] . w is the inertia weight.  
Inertia weight plays an important role in balancing the global search and local search. This paper 

takes the inertia weight as: 
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This article uses the V-shaped transfer function is described as: 
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The updating rules for positions based on the velocity corresponding (3) is: 
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Mutation operation for MBPSO. In order to solve the problem of local optimum. The mutation 
operation is introduced into MBPSO. When the evolution of the population is stagnation, and 
stagnation number reaches a certain threshold, the algorithm performs mutation operation. Mutation 
operation can increase the diversity of the population .The mutation operation is expressed as: 
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Where N is the number of stagnation,l is the threshold, mp is the mutation rate. 

Problem formulation 
RSS based measurement model. RSS based measurement model uses attenuation 

characteristics of the signal communication to estimate the distance. This method does not require 
the time synchronization, and no extra hardware requirements, therefore, it is suitable for WSN[7]. 

The distance between node i and target k is ,i k i kr = −s p , where , y,=( , )i x i is ss is the location of nodes i , 
, ,=(p ,p )k x k y kp is the prediction location of target k , RSS based measurement model is expressed as: 

, 0 10 , 0 ,( ) 10 ( / ) ( )i k i k i kz k P log r r w kη= − +                    (6) 

0P is the transmission power, 0 =1r is the reference distance. [2,5]η∈ is the path loss exponent, 

, ( )i kw k is the Gaussian random variables, 2
, ,( ) ~ (0, )i k i kw k N σ  

Node selection optimization model. The key to improve the target tracking accuracy is related 
node accurately locate the target at each time step. Larger FIM indicates that more information can 
be obtained from the measurement, and gets a higher estimation accuracy. 

The coordinates of the nodes are expressed in the form of polar coordinates, , ,( , )i k i kr φ , 
where ,i kφ is the angle between node i and target k , , ,( ) /i k x,i x,k i kcos s p rφ = − and 

, ,( ) /i k y,i y,k i ksin s p rφ = − ,we can get the FIM: 
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Where, m
tψ is the active nodes set , ,i kg is the function of ,i kσ and ,i kr :  

2 2 2 2
, , ,100 / (ln (10) )i k i k i kg rη σ=                       (8) 

X is defined as the nodes selection matrix, sN is the number of targets, aN is the number of 
nodes, Matrix element ,i kx represents the relationship between the nodes and the targets 

,

1 node isselected for target
0 elsei k

i k
x 

= 


                    (9) 

Due to the FIM is a matrix form, which is not convenient to analysis. [8] has proved that the 
optimization problem of J and det J is equivalent, We can get the objective function of nodes 
selection as follows: 

2
, , , , ,

1 1 1

1= ( )
2

s a aN N N

i k j,k i k j k i k j k
k i j

f det x x g g sin φ φ
= = =

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −∑∑∑J       (10) 

Constraint 1. One node can only track one target at a time: 
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Constraint 2. The cardinal number of active set is m : 
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1
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i k s
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x m k N
=

= =∑                           (12) 

MBPSO based nodes selection algorithm 

Particle encoding. The main idea of this method is converting the matrix X into a vector 

with s aN N× elements, so that each particle’s position vector can represent the nodes selection result. 
Fig.1 shows the structure of a particle. 

 
Fig.1 The structure of a particle 

Fitness function. We use the static penalty function method to make the constrained problem 
into an unconstrained one. In addition, we solve the problem by translating max f into min f− . So 
the fitness function is expressed as 
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Where 1x and 2x are the punishment factor of inequality constraints and equality constraints. 
Steps of Algorithm. Step1 Initialize the parameters for WSN and MBPSO. 
Step2 Calculate the fitness. Calculate the fitness for each particles, obtain the best 

position ,best iP as the individual best, and the global best position bestG as the population best. 
Step3 Update the particle's velocity and the binary position. 
Step4 Judge the stagnation number and execute the mutation operation. 
Step5 Calculate the fitness for the updated position, and update ,best iP and bestG . 
Step6 Algorithm terminate while the maximum number of iterations is reached and go to step 7. 

Otherwise, return to step 2. 
Step7 Save bestG as the solution for the nodes selection problem. 
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Simulation Experiment and Result Analysis  
Simulation Environment Setting. In order to evaluate and analyze the performance of the 

proposed algorithm, we do a series of simulation experiments in the 2.0 GHz PC by MATLAB. The 

parameters for WSN: the number of nodes is { }50,100aN ∈ , they are randomly deployed in the 

monitoring area of 100 100m m× . =2sN , =3η . The prediction position of targets for nodes 

selection get from filtering algorithm. The parameters for BPSO: 6maxv = , 1 2 2c c= = , =10l , 
_ 500Max Iter = , 0.9maxw = , 0.4minw = , 0.02mp = , population size 30noP = , punishment 

factor 1 10x = , 2 100x = 。 
Simulation Results. In order to analysis the performance of MBPSO, which using V-shaped 

transfer function and mutation operation, we make it compare with the basic BPSO and the VBPSO 

with the V-shaped transfer function. Parameters setting: 2sN = , 50aN = , 3m = . Experiments repeat 
50 times for each algorithm. The simulation result shows in Fig.3. In the early iterations, the 
convergence speed of three algorithm are fast, however, the basic BPSO based nodes selection  
algorithm do not find the satisfied solution, and the VBPSO based nodes selection algorithm fall 
into local optimum. MBPSO algorithm not only obtain the high quality of feasible solution, and 
convergence speed faster, this is because the v-shaped MBPSO algorithm conversion function 
reduces the random walk of the particles in the process of iterations, improves the convergence 
speed. The mutation operation enables the algorithm to jump out of local optimum. 

 

Fig.2 The performance of MBPSO based nodes selection algorithm 
 

Fig.3 shows the performance with difference m. It is observed that, when m is small, the 
measurement information obtained by the network is small. When m increased from 4 to 7, the 
fitness function value gets smaller, but not obviously. Therefore, it is important to choose a 
reasonable number of active nodes. The bigger m brings morn energy consumption. Therefore, 
comprehensive consider energy consumption, algorithmic complexity and performance 
requirements, m=3 is employed for the MBPSO.   
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Fig.3 Performance with difference   Fig.4 Algorithm execution time 
Branch and Bound algorithm (B&B) is a classic method of solving 0-1 programming problem, 

this paper adopted toolbox functions written by Koert Kuipers Groningen of Netherlands. 
Algorithm execution time as shown in Fig.5, the results show that the proposed MBPSO algorithm 
is obviously better than the B&B. 

Summary 
A MBSPO based nodes selection algorithm was proposed to maximize measurement information 

for the objective function. According to the characteristics of the particles and the decision variables, 
we design a new particle coding method, and the V-shaped transfer function was used to improve 
the convergence speed. In addition, the mutation operation was used to avoid local optimum, 
nonlinear decreasing inertia weight to balance the global search ability and local search ability. The 
simulation results show that the proposed node selection mechanism can find high quality solution 
in a relatively short period of time. 
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